
 

 

 
 

A Checklist for Congressional Education 
Working with Congress on Federal Justice System Programming 
 

Introduction 
 
This Checklist for Congressional Education is a resource guide for working with Congress. It is intended to help 
stimulate ideas for building a strong, vocal base of grassroots support in the states, for telling a positive story 
through data and constituent involvement, and for employing the news media as a partner.     

Educate delegation members about programs in their districts 
 
Constituents often assume their Members of Congress already know how programs they fund are working in their 
districts. But given the sheer volume of issues before Congress this is not always the case. Show them how the 
money is used and how the various programs work together to improve community life: 
 

 Meet with delegation Members:  Meet with delegation Members in their district and DC offices to educate 
them about the impact of the federal programs on citizens in the district. Prioritize a few key programs.  
Quantify successes. Talk in terms of people, not programs.  

 Brief district office staff:  These staff are the eyes and ears for the Member in the community. They welcome 
the opportunity to see programs in action. They can be the most effective advocates with the policy staff in 
DC. Spend time explaining what each funding stream accomplishes, how it fits into the larger strategic picture, 
and what is lost when the funding is cut.  

 Write letters of support:  Letters of support are the foundation of congressional education. Not only do letters 
educate Members about how the federal dollars are used, but Hill staff judge a program’s support, in part, by 
the number of letters they receive. Letters can be sent by state officials, local stakeholder membership 
organizations or informed citizens. Be sure to highlight initiatives in the Members’ districts.   

 Tour the field:  Invite delegation Members to tour facilities and program sites. Arrange for Members to talk 
with constituents served by the programs, or to local law enforcement officers whose work is more effective 
because of the federal funds. Site visits can be scheduled through district office staff. 

Build coalitions of support 
 
Members of Congress expect grant recipients to say good things about the programs they administer. Support 
from others is less expected and, therefore, more persuasive. Engage constituents, legislative leaders and 
community officials, particularly from the Member’s district and political party. Because legislation can be stopped 
by one Member alone, but cannot be passed by one Member alone, enlist as many voices as possible to reach as 
many as possible:  
 

 Enlist constituents:  Ask local non-profits, community leaders, faith leaders and others to tell their personal 
stories about the impact the federally-funded services have had in their communities. This can be done by 
letter, at town hall meetings, or in meetings with staff.  



 Engage as a team: Write letters and visit with Members of Congress as a cross-cabinet team of state officials 
and local and community partners. Travel together to Washington, D.C. or to the district offices in a visual 
show of support for a few top priority programs. 

 Show nationwide support: Attend NCJA’s Hill Day. Forward NCJA and other coalition letters to delegation 
staff. Doing so offers an excuse to contact them again and exhibits nationwide support for the programs. 

 Use common materials: Use NCJA and other coalitions’ data, fact sheets and talking points. When Members of 
Congress hear the same messages from different sources, it has an impact. 

Catalog successes 
 
Use data as well as constituent stories to illustrate how the federally-funded programs improve the life of the 
community and meet the needs of the people of their districts: 
 

 Show investments by congressional district: Prepare handouts for every delegation Member showing 
federally-funded projects in their districts.   

 Quantify results: Where possible, present quantitative and qualitative results for projects. 

 Catalog depth of support: Collect and share with delegation Members favorable newspaper articles, quotes, 
testimonials and letters from clients, community leaders, educators, parents and faith leaders.   

 Describe impact of cuts in funding: Describe the impact of recent (or potential future) reductions in funding in 
terms of services suspended, people left unserved, or crime-fighting strategies put on hold. 

Engage the Media 
 
Except for immediate pressing local problems (i.e., gangs or meth), hometown reporters covering Congress do not 
typically focus on criminal justice issues, so are often not versed in the state’s criminal justice programs.  Likewise, 
reporters covering the state legislature and criminal justice policy issues may not be versed in the congressional 
legislative cycle. Educating local and D.C.-based reporters about the value of these programs in the overall context 
of community life will have an impact on the delegation: 
 

 Build relationships with local reporters: Get to know the local reporters who cover justice issues. Share your 
expertise as background for stories. Reporters will be more likely to turn to sources they know and trust. 

 Hold press events to highlight successes: Showcase the role of federally-funded programs in the community, 
such as ribbon-cuttings or announcements of successful results. Offer delegation Members a speaking role 
and include their quotes in press releases. Invite district office staff to attend even if the Member cannot.   

 Announce federal funds: Announce receipt of federal grants at events or in press releases, including quotes 
from Members who helped secure the funding. 

 Elicit statements of support: Prompt reporters to talk to other stakeholder or community members who 
understand and support the federally-funded initiatives. 

 Educate reporters:  Alert local reporters (or the local media outlet’s D.C.-based reporters) well in advance of 
key congressional actions. Provide data, context and supporting materials so they are prepared to write a 
positive story on deadline.   

 Manage bad news: If bad news develops around a federally-funded program, keep the delegation informed 
(through the district office staff) of the steps being taken to fix the problem. After the problem is solved, 
update them regularly on the program’s results. 
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